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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for transmitting channel information, and more particularly, to a
method for transmitting channel information to a base station according to determination of a mobile station and resource
allocation states of the base station.

[Background Art]

[0002] A basic principle of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is dividing a data stream having a high
rate into multiple data streams having a slow rate and simultaneously transmitting the multiple data streams using a
plurality of carriers. Each of the plurality of carriers is called a sub-carrier. Even though frequency components of the
carriers overlap each other, a receiving stage can detect the carriers due to orthogonality between the plurality of OFDM
carriers.
[0003] In a communication system, devices, which communicate  with each other, confirm each other’s channel status
and set a communication method, thereby raising efficiency of the communication system. OFDM widely uses a channel-
priority scheme in which channel statuses of users are exchanged to provide priority of communication between devices
having a good channel status. To obtain multi-user diversity when multiple users are present, a channel status of each
user should be discerned as accurately as possible. Especially, since multiple users transmit signals using sub-carries
in OFDM, even a variation in frequency of a channel as well as a variation in time of a channel should be definitely
transmitted to maximize the use efficiency of a frequency channel.
[0004] As a method for generating channel information of a mobile station, the average quality of received signals
over all channel bands may be generated and encoded for transmission. Alternatively, differential encoding may be
applied using correlation with a previous transmission value. Thus the generated digital channel information is transmitted
to a transmitting stage and the transmitting stage chooses a user having a good channel status according to the channel
information and generates traffic at a next transmit time interval (TTI). The traffic is modified to transmit values for all
frequency bands in OFDM. All the  frequency bands are not indicated by one value but the frequency bands are divided
into given units. The quality of a received signal of the divided unit is individually calculated and is encoded. Alternatively,
differential encoding may be implemented using a correlation relationship between the quality of received signals or
using correlation with a previous transmission value. The generated digital channel information, i.e., channel quality
information (CQI) is transmitted to the transmitting stage and is used to choose users having a good channel status in
a frequency band when selecting users at a next TTI.
[0005] A receiving stage measures downlink quality and reports a CQI value selected based on the downlink quality
to a base station through an uplink control channel. The transmitting stage performs downlink scheduling such as the
selection of a mobile station and the allocation of resources according to the reported CQI.
[0006] FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a wireless communication system.
[0007] Referring to FIG. 1, a wireless communication system 100 may be comprised of a base station (BS) 110, and
a plurality of mobile stations (MSs) 120, 130, and 140. The base station transmits and receives data to and from the
plurality of mobile stations through a downlink channel 115 communicating commonly with the mobile stations and
through uplink channels 125, 135, and 145 communicating individually with the mobile stations.
[0008] In a mobile communication system, link adaptation is used to maximize utilization of given channel capacity.
The link adaptation provides a method for controlling a modulation and coding scheme (MCS) and transmission power
according to a given channel. For a transmitting stage to perform the link adaptation, a receiving stage feeds back
channel information.
[0009] The channel information, e.g., channel quality information (CQI) or channel status information (CSI) is trans-
mitted to the transmitting stage from the receiving stage. A transmission scheme differs depending on which side starts
transmission. Hereinafter, CQI will be described as an example of the channel information.
[0010] A channel information transmission scheme may include an event-triggered CQI reporting, periodic CQI re-
porting, and on-demand CQI reporting. In the event-triggered CQI reporting, if the receiving stage determines a difference
between a packet transmitting/receiving scheme and a channel or a channel status becomes different from a previous
channel state, the transmitting stage transmits  the channel information when abnormality occurs in statistical features
of a packet (average packet error rate/bit error rate, response delay, etc.). The periodic CQI reporting serves to transmit
the channel information of a user through predetermined resources at regular intervals. The on-demand CQI reporting
serves to command the receiving stage to transmit the channel information at a time point demanded by the transmitting
stage.
[0011] Other examples of prior art devices can be found disclosed in, for example, PHILIPS: Control of CQI feedback
signalling in E-UTRA", 3GPP DRAFT; R1-070348, 10 January 2007 ; PANASONIC: "CQI Feedback Control and Content
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in E-UTRA", 3GPP DRAFT; R1-071524, 3 April 2007; NOKIA SIEMENS NETWORKS ET AL: "Uplink Scheduling Request
for LTE"; 3GPP DRAFT; R1-072307; 2 May 2007; INTEL: "E-UTRA Uplink and Downlink Control Signaling - Text Pro-
posal", 3GPP DRAFT; R1-061534,2 May 2006.

[Disclosure]

[Technical Problem]

[0012] A method for transmitting channel information is needed to efficiently use resources in a mobile communication
system while maintaining compatibility with an existing system.
[0013] Therefore, an object of the present invention is to provide a method for transmitting channel information, which
is capable of efficiently using an existing control channel, without adding a new control channel for CQI transmission by
a mobile station or modifying the configuration of a transmitting stage.
[0014] Another object of the present invention is to provide a mobile communication terminal to which the above
channel information transmission method is applied.

[Technical Solution]

[0015] To achieve the first object of the present invention, an aspect of the present invention provides a method of
transmitting channel information, including requesting, by an MS through a predefined access channel (e.g., an random
access channel, a resource request channel, etc.), a BS to allocate a resource for transmitting channel information, if
the channel information is not suitable for a transmission mode or a channel status becomes different from previous
channel status (e.g., a variation in channel status, a transmission error of previous channel information, etc.) as a result
of monitoring the channel status of a downlink channel, and transmitting, from the MS through the random access channel
to the BS, the channel information which is updated according to the channel status if the resource allocation is completed,
wherein the requesting the BS to allocate the resource comprises requesting the BS to allocate the resource through
the RACH, if a previous report on the channel status has an error, or the channel status is not suitable for a transmission
mode.
[0016] The predefined access channel may be dedicatedly allocated to transmit the channel information.
[0017] In requesting the BS to allocate the resource, an access reason may be transmitted to the BS through the
random access channel if the predefined access channel is not dedicatedly allocated to transmit the channel information.
[0018] In requesting the BS to allocate the resource, an access reason may be transmitted to the BS through the
random access channel if the random access channel is not dedicatedly allocated to transmit the channel information.
[0019] In requesting the BS to allocate the resource, the MS may simultaneously transmit an access sequence and
the access reason to the BS.
[0020] To achieve the first object of the present invention, another aspect of the present invention provides a method
of transmitting channel information, including requesting, by an MS through a scheduling request channel, that a BS
allocate a resource for transmitting channel information, if a channel status of a downlink channel is not suitable for a
transmission mode of the downlink channel or the channel status becomes different from previous channel status, and
transmitting, from the MS through the scheduling request channel to the BS, the channel information which is updated
according to the channel status if the resource allocation is completed.
[0021] In requesting that the BS allocate the resource, an access reason may be transmitted to the BS if the resource
allocated by the BS is not sufficient for transmission of the channel information.
[0022] In requesting that the BS allocate the resource, the  MS may transmit a scheduling request to the BS.
[0023] In requesting that the BS allocate the resource, an access reason may be added to a scheduling request.
[0024] In requesting that the BS allocate the resource, a buffer size necessary for the MS may be added to a scheduling
request.
[0025] In requesting that the BS allocate the resource, the amount of the resource necessary for the MS may be added
to a scheduling request.
[0026] To achieve the first object of the present invention, still another aspect of the present invention provides a
method of transmitting channel information, including transmitting, from an MS to a BS, a control signal directing the BS
not to decode a dedicated channel, wherein the dedicated channel is used to transmit channel information, and trans-
mitting, from the MS through the dedicated channel to the BS, the channel information which is updated according to a
channel status, if the channel status is different from previous channel information as a result of monitoring the channel
status by the MS.
[0027] In transmitting the channel information to the BS, the MS may transmit a control signal which directs the BS to
decode the dedicated channel through a channel other than the dedicated channel to the BS.
[0028] To achieve the second object of the present invention, an aspect of the present invention provides an MS,
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including a channel status measurement portion to monitor a channel status of a downlink channel, a random access
portion to request, through a random access channel, that a BS allocate a resource for transmitting channel information,
if the channel status becomes different from previous channel status or the channel status is not suitable for a downlink
transmission mode as the result of monitoring the channel status, and a channel status report portion to transmit, from
the MS through the random access channel to the BS, the channel information which is updated according to the channel
status if the resource allocation is completed.
[0029] To achieve the second object of the present invention, another aspect of the present invention provides an MS
station, including a channel status measurement portion to monitor a channel status of a downlink channel, a scheduling
request portion to request, through a scheduling request channel, that a BS allocate a resource for transmitting channel
information, if the channel status becomes different from previous channel information or the channel status is not
suitable for a packet transmission mode as the result of monitoring the channel status, and a  channel status report
portion to transmit, through the scheduling request channel to the BS, the channel information which is updated according
to the channel status if the resource allocation is completed.
[0030] To achieve the second object of the present invention, still another aspect of the present invention provides an
MS, including a dedicated channel management portion to transmit to a BS a control signal directing the BS not to
decode a dedicated channel, wherein the dedicated channel is used to transmit channel information, a channel status
measurement portion to monitor a channel status of a downlink channel, and a channel status report portion to transmit,
through the dedicated channel to the BS, the channel information which is updated according to the channel status if
the channel status becomes different from previous channel information or the channel status is not suitable for a packet
transmission mode as the result of monitoring the channel status.

[Advantageous Effects]

[0031] According to the embodiments of the present invention, transmission of event-triggered CQI is started by a
receiving stage and the CQI is transmitted using existing channels. A mobile station can effectively use the  existing
control channels without adding a new control channel for CQI transmission or modifying the configuration of a transmitting
stage. Further, signal interference for the existing channels can be prevented when generating a scheduling request.
The embodiments of the present invention can be applied irrespective of a type of a sequence used between a transmitting
stage and a receiving stage and provide flexibility to a control signal system. When combining the embodiments of the
present invention, a proper CQI transmission procedure can be applied according to the resource allocation state of a
base station.

[Description of Drawings]

[0032] The accompanying drawings, which are included to provide a further understanding of the invention, illustrate
embodiments of the invention and together with the description serve to explain the principle of the invention.
[0033] In the drawings:

FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a wireless communication system;
FIG. 2 illustrates a transmitting and receiving process between MSs and a BS in a wireless communication system
to which the present invention is applied;
FIG. 3 illustrates a signal flow of a channel information transmitting process when a CQI RACH exists according to
an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 illustrates a signal flow of a channel information transmitting process when a general RACH exists according
to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 illustrates a signal flow of a channel information transmitting process when a general RACH exists and an
access reason can be initially transmitted to a BS according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 illustrates a process of masking an MS ID in CQI source bits according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 7 illustrates a process of masking an MS ID in CQI channel bits according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 8 illustrates a signal flow of a channel information transmitting process when a BS allocates sufficient resources
in response to a scheduling request according to another exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 illustrates a signal flow of a channel information transmitting process when a BS allocates insufficient resources
in response to a scheduling request according to another scheduling request according to an exemplary embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 10 illustrates a signal flow of a channel information transmitting process when an MS can transmit additional
bits in addition to a scheduling request according to another exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
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FIG. 11 is a block diagram of an MS according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a block diagram of an MS according to another exemplary embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 13 is a block diagram of an MS according to a further exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[Best Mode]

[0034] The exemplary embodiments of the present invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying
drawings. The following exemplary embodiments of the present invention may be modified in various forms and the
scope of the present invention should not be limited to the specific embodiments described herein.
[0035] FIG. 2 illustrates a transmitting and receiving process between mobile stations (MSs) and a base station (BS)
in a wireless communication system to which the present invention is applied.
[0036] MSs 220, 230, and 240 reports downlink channel statuses thereof to a BS 210 through uplink channels in steps
225, 235, and 245. The BS 210 performs a high scheduling process and an adaptive modulation coding process based
on the downlink channel information of the MSs and determines an MS having a good channel status in step 250. The
BS 210 transmits a data packet to the MS having a good channel status through a downlink channel in step 260.
[0037] Hereinafter, CQI as channel information will be described by way of example.
[0038] In the exemplary embodiment of the present invention, if an MS, that is, a receiving stage senses an abrupt
variation in channel while monitoring a channel status, the receiving stage transmits the channel variation to a BS, that
is, a transmitting stage. In other words, if CQI transmitted previously to the transmitting stage becomes different from a
current channel status, the previously transmitted CQI becomes meaningless, or a packet transmission mode is not
suitable for a channel status, the  receiving stage transmits the channel variation to the transmitting stage. To this end,
the receiving stage may inform the transmitting stage of a variation time point through a random access channel (RACH)
or another determined channel. In this case, a usable channel includes a ranging channel, a scheduling request channel,
etc. in addition to the RACH. The channel information may be transmitted using a medium access control (MAC) packet
such as L2/L3.
[0039] A CQI value may refer to a signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR), a carrier to interference plus noise
ratio (CINR), a bit error rate (BER) or a frame error rate (FER) of a channel, or a value obtained by calculating such
information as data which can be transmitted. In a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system, information indicating
a channel status such as rank information (RI) and precoding matrix information (PMI) may be added to the CQI value.
[0040] The RACH is generally used to adjust synchronization with the BS but may be used as a means by which an
MS receives allocated resources. To transmit CQI, since the BS should allocate a given amount of resources to the MS,
the MS may transmit a purpose, i.e., an access reason to the BS while accessing the RACH. At this time, the MS may
further transmit MS information, for example, an MS identifier (ID) to the BS when accessing a CQI RACH transmission,
which will be referred to as CQI RACH.
[0041] If the CQI RACH allocation exists, an MS which needs to update CQI information accesses the BS through the
CQI RACH. In this case, the MS may not transmit the access reason to the BS, and a synchronous RACH or an
asynchronous RACH may be used. Meanwhile, the CQI RACH can simply indicate only any event, resources for trans-
mitting an MS ID should be further allocated in addition to a sufficient amount of resources for transmitting a CQI value
when allocating resources for CQI. To clarity an MS ID, a sequence to be used may be previously allocated to the MS.
If the BS detects a specific sequence, this leads to an effect that a connection ID (CID) of a corresponding MS can be
automatically recognized.
[0042] FIG. 3 illustrates a signal flow of a channel information transmitting process when a CQI RACH exists according
to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0043] If an MS 220 determines that a report on a current channel status due to a variation in previous CQI and current
CQI is necessary as a result of monitoring a downlink channel in step 310, the MS 220 transmits a  preamble to a BS
210 to access a CQI RACH in step 320. If the CQI RACH is short of bit space to transmit data, the BS 210 additionally
allocates necessary resources upon receipt of the preamble from the MS 220.
[0044] The BS 210 allocates necessary resources to the MS 220 in step 330 and transmits a CQI RACH response to
the MS 220 in step 340. Then the MS 220 transmits CQI which includes a current channel status through the CQI RACH
to the MS 210 together with an MS ID in step 350. Namely, if the CQI RACH has a sufficient bit space, the MS 220 may
simultaneously transmit at least one of the CQI and the MS ID to the BS 210 through the CQI RACH.
[0045] If no CQI RACH exists, the MS may inform the BS of start of CQI transmission through at least one predetermined
RACH. In this case, the MS may inform the BS of access through an RACH and thereafter may notify the BS that it is
an object to transmit CQI in the process of negotiation of the RACH.
[0046] FIG. 4 illustrates a signal flow of a channel information transmitting process when a general RACH exists
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0047] If an MS 220 determines that it is necessary to report a current channel status due to a variation in  previous
CQI and current CQI as a result of monitoring a downlink channel in step 410, the MS 220 transmits a preamble to a
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BS 210 to access an RACH in step 420.
[0048] As illustrated in FIG. 4, if the MS 220 transmits only the preamble (e.g., access sequence information) when
accessing the BS 210 through the RACH, the MS 220 may inform the BS 210 of an access reason thereof in the next
message transmitting step.
[0049] The BS 210 allocates necessary resources for negotiation with the MS 220 in step 430 and transmits an RACH
response to the MS 220 in step 440. The MS 220 transmits an access reason indicating that MS is to transmit CQI which
includes a current channel status to the BS 210 together with an MS ID through the RACH in step 450. The MS 200
may inform the BBS 210 of the amount of CQI to be transmitted in the process of negotiation.
[0050] Through a negotiation process, if the BS 210 confirms that the access of the MS 220 is to transmit the CQI
from the access reason of the MS 220, the BS 210 allocates resources according to the amount of CQI required by the
MS to the MS 220 in step 460.
[0051] Next, the BS 210 transmits an RACH response to the MS in step 470, and then the MS 220 transmits CQI of
a current channel status to the BS 210 through the RACH in step 480.
[0052] FIG. 5 illustrates a signal flow of a channel information transmitting process when a general RACH exists and
an access reason can be initially transmitted to a BS according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0053] As illustrated in FIG. 5, if the MS 220 can access an RACH and at the same time transmit data, the MS 220
may inform the BS 210 of an access reason thereof as data information when transmitting a preamble.
[0054] If an MS 220 determines that it is necessary to report a current channel status due to a variation in previous
CQI and current CQI as a result of monitoring a downlink channel in step 510, the MS 220 transmits a preamble and an
access reason thereof to the BS 210 to access an RACH in step 520. In this case, the MS 220 may transmit the amount
of CQI to be transmitted by being included in a data part of the RACH to the BS 210.
[0055] If the BS 210 confirms that the access of the MS 220 is to transmit the CQI from the access reason of the MS
220, the BS 210 allocates resources to the MS 220 according to the amount of CQI required by the MS 220 in step 530.
[0056] Next the BS 210 transmits an RACH response to the MS 220 in step 540, and the MS 220 transmits CQI of a
current channel status to the MS 210 through the RACH in step 550.
[0057] If the MS 220 accesses the BS 210 using an RACH, the BS 210 can not recognize that which MS has been
accessed. Accordingly, the CQI should have a rule indicating that the CQI is information for a specific MS. To this end,
the MS may encode MS information, for example, an MS ID (temporal ID of an MS or permanent ID of an MS) in a
physical layer or an MS ID in a MAC layer, together with CQI.
[0058] Accordingly, rather than simply encoding a CQI value during transmission of CQI, the MS may mask an MS
ID in digital bits of CQI or insert/include an MS ID before and after CQI encoding, so that the BS can check request of
a corresponding MS using an MS ID. At this time, masking may use an exclusive OR (XOR) operation.
[0059] FIG. 6 illustrates a process of masking an MS ID in CQI source bits according to an exemplary embodiment of
the present invention.
[0060] If the BS has previously known information of an MS which is to transmit CQI, the MS can mask an MS ID in
a CQI value as illustrated in FIG. 6. A channel encoder 610 converts bits in which CQI bits and MS ID bits are masked
into a CQI transmission bit stream.
[0061] FIG. 7 illustrates a process of masking an MS ID in CQI channel bits according to an exemplary embodiment
of the present invention.
[0062] If a BS does not know an MS which is to transmit CQI, the MS masks an MS ID in CQI channel bits which are
encoded by a channel encoder 610 and generates a CQI transmission bit stream. The channel encoder 610 converts
CQI digital bits into another digital sequence or analog sequence so that the converted sequence can be strongly decoded
in a receiving stage. The base station may read the MS ID by decoding a signal of the MS, that is, the CQI transmission
bit stream.
[0063] In FIG. 6 and FIG. 7, if the length of the MS ID is longer than the length of the CQI bits, only a part of the MS
ID, that is, bits of the MS ID of the same length as the CQI bits, based on the most significant bit (MSB) or the least
significant bit (LSB) of the MS ID, may be masked in the bit stream. If the length of the MS ID is shorter than the length
of the CQI bits, sequentially masking bits starting from the MSB or LSB of the MS ID in the bit stream may be repeated.
[0064] If a dedicated access channel for allocating resources to the MS, for example, a scheduling request channel
exists, the MS may start CQI transmission using the scheduling request channel.
[0065] Although a channel which can be used only by the MS may be simply employed only to transmit scheduling
request  information, if additional bits can be added to the scheduling request, CQI or control channel information (e.g.,
acknowledgement (ACK)/negative acknowledgement (NACK), handover, etc.) and MS status information (e.g., buffer
status, priority information, etc.) may be transmitted by being added to the additional bits. Therefore, even though CQI
is transmitted through a dedicated channel, a process of indicating CQI through multiple steps and a process of trans-
mitting an indication while transmitting an initial scheduling request may be performed.
[0066] A format transmitting a scheduling request (SR) may be divided as follows.
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[0067] If the scheduling request channel is configured such that only the scheduling request can be singly transmitted,
only one bit indicating whether the scheduling request exists is permitted. In triggered CQI, when negotiating a reason
for scheduling request from a BS by transmitting  one-bit information by scheduling request, an MS may inform a BS
that an access reason is transmitting CQI.
[0068] If the scheduling request channel is configured such that only the scheduling request can be singly transmitted,
two or three steps may be configured according to a response type of the BS to the scheduling request.
[0069] FIG. 8 illustrates a signal flow of a channel information transmitting process when a BS allocates sufficient
resources in response to a scheduling request according to another exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0070] In FIG. 8, information transmitted by an MS 220 may include a bit indication to represent CQI. Namely, the bit
indication representing whether the MS transmits CQI has a format different from a bit indication representing whether
the MS transmits buffer size negotiation or indication reason.
[0071] If the BS 210 allocates resources which can transmit CQI to the MS 220 in an initial resource allocating process,
the MS 220 can directly transmit the CQI after receiving a scheduling request response.
[0072] If the MS 220 determines that it is necessary to report a current channel status due to a variation in previous
CQI and current CQI as a result of monitoring a  downlink channel in step 810, the MS 220 transmits a scheduling
request (SR) bit indication to the BS 210 to perform a scheduling request process in step 820.
[0073] The BS 210 allocates resources sufficient for the MS 220 to transmit the CQI to the MS 220 while allocating
resources for negotiation in step 830 and transmits a scheduling request response to the MS 220 in step 840. The MS
220 transmits CQI of a current channel status to the BS 210 through a scheduling request channel in step 850.
[0074] FIG. 9 illustrates a signal flow of a channel information transmitting process when a BS allocates insufficient
resources in response to a scheduling request according to a scheduling request according to another exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[0075] If resources for negotiation for a scheduling request allocated by a BS are too small to transmit CQI, three steps
as shown in FIG. 9 are needed.
[0076] If an MS 220 determines that it is necessary to report a current channel status due to a variation in previous
CQI and current CQI as a result of monitoring a downlink channel in step 910, the MS 220 transmits a scheduling request
bit indication to the BS 210 to perform a scheduling request process in step 920.
[0077] The BS 210 allocates resources insufficient for the  MS 220 to transmit the CQI to the MS 220 while allocating
resources for negotiation in step 930 and transmits a scheduling request response to the MS 220 in step 940. The MS
220 transmits to the BS 210 an access reason indicating that the MS 220 is to transmit the CQI in step 950.
[0078] If the BS 210 confirms that access of the MS 220 is to transmit the CQI from the access reason of the MS 220,
the BS 210 allocates resources to the MS 220 according to the amount of CQI transmission necessary for the MS 220
in step 960.
[0079] The BS 210 transmits a response to the MS 220 in step 970, and the MS 220 transmits the CQI of a current
channel status to the BS 210 through a scheduling request channel in step 980.
[0080] If the scheduling request channel has a structure in which a scheduling request and additional information
caused by additional bits can be simultaneously transmitted, the MS can control the amount of resources which should
be allocated by the BS through the additional information. Namely, it is possible to directly indicate that the scheduling
request is for CQI and to use bits so as to control only a buffer size, through the additional information bits. If the CQI
is indicated by one-bit information or one option among various combinations, the  BS allocates resources which can
transmit the CQI. As another method, an indication of the amount of resources may be directly indicated by a bit indication
so that the resources sufficient for transmission of the CQI can be allocated.
[0081] FIG. 10 illustrates a signal flow of a channel information transmitting process when an MS can transmit additional
bits in addition to a scheduling request according to another exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0082] If an MS 220 determines that it is necessary to report a current channel status due to a variation in previous
CQI and current CQI as a result of monitoring a downlink channel in step 1010, the MS 220 transmits scheduling request
bit indication and a reason indication for an access reason to the BS 210 to perform a scheduling request process in

[Table 1]

Non-coherent Transmission Coherent Transmission

SR only Signal existence indicates SR Always signal exists with BPSK 
modulation for SR

SR+ additional information SR detection by signal existence 
Additional information from modulation 
information

SR and additional information forms 
modulation symbols on SR channel
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step 1020. The access reason may be CQI or a buffer size.
[0083] The reason indication for an access reason may be transmitted to the BS 210 through additional bits. The
following Table 2 illustrates a CQI indicating method and processing methods only using the buffer size when the number
of additional bits is one and two.

[0084] If the BS 210 confirms that the scheduling request of the MS 220 is to transmit the CQI from the access reason
of the MS 220, the BS 210 allocates resources to the MS 220 according to the amount of CQI transmission necessary
for the MS 220 in step 1030.
[0085] The BS 210 transmits a scheduling request response to the MS 220 in step 1040 and the MS 220 transmits
CQI for a current channel status through a scheduling request channel in step 1050.
[0086] A method for transmitting channel information according to a further exemplary embodiment of the present
invention assumes that a dedicated CQI channel is assigned to the MS.
[0087] Similarly to a periodic CQI reporting scheme, if a dedicated CQI channel is assigned to the MS, the MS may
transmit the CQI through the dedicated CQI channel. That is, although the MS receives resources for CQI transmission
at an arbitrary time. Since the BS simply allocates the  resources, the MS may transmit or may not transmit CQI at that
time point. Further, since the BS determines that the CQI is to be transmitted through the allocated resources, the BS
may not detect the CQI when the MS does not transmit the CQI to the BS. Namely, the MS may always transmit the
CQI through a corresponding resource or may transmit a simple signal (e.g., a single tone), a timer burst on a reserved
resource, etc. to the MS to reduce radiation power. Therefore, the BS may not decode a corresponding channel except
for a necessary case.
[0088] Thus the further exemplary embodiment of the present invention includes a process of transmitting a control
signal directing the BS not to decode a dedicated channel, when the dedicated channel for transmitting channel infor-
mation to the MS exists and when transmission of current channel information is not required. A still further exemplary
embodiment of the present invention includes a process of transmitting updated current channel information to the BS
through a dedicated channel according to a current channel status, when a current channel status is different from a
previous channel status as a result of monitoring a channel status of a downlink channel. The MS may transmit to the
BS a control signal directing the BS to decode a dedicated channel through another control channel  other than the
dedicated channel, before transmitting current channel information to the BS.
[0089] FIG. 11 is a block diagram of a mobile station according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0090] A mobile station 220 includes a channel status measurement portion 1110, a random access portion 1120,
and a channel status report portion 1130.
[0091] The channel status measurement portion 1110 monitors a channel status of a downlink channel and measures
a SINR, a CINR, a BER, a FER, etc. of a channel. Moreover, the channel status measurement portion 1110 may determine
whether the status of the downlink channel varies in consideration of information reflecting the channel status of RI, PMI,
etc.
[0092] The random access portion 1120 requests a BS 210 to allocate resources for current channel information
transmission through an RACH, when it is determined that it is necessary to transmit a current channel status as a result
of monitoring the downlink by the channel status measurement portion 1110.
[0093] The channel status report portion 1130 transmits updated current channel information to the BS 210 according
to a current channel status through the RACH, when resource  allocation of the BS 210 is completed.
[0094] FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a mobile station according to another exemplary embodiment of the present
invention.
[0095] A mobile station 220 includes a channel status measurement portion 1110, a scheduling request portion 1125,
and a channel status report portion 1130.
[0096] The channel status measurement portion 1110 monitors a channel status of a downlink channel.
[0097] The scheduling request portion 1120 requests a BS 210 to allocate resources for current CQI transmission

[Table 2]

Additional bit CQI Indication Indirect Indication

1 bit State: data or CQI State: resource allocation or multiple negotiation

2 bits State: data or CQI or real time or others State: resource allocation or multiple negotiation or real 
time or othersBit 1: buffer size

Bit 2: CQI or not (data)
Bit 1: buffer size
Bit 2: real time or not (best effort)
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through a scheduling request channel, when it is determined that it is necessary to transmit a current channel status as
a result of monitoring the downlink by the channel status measurement portion 1110.
[0098] The channel status report portion 1130 transmits updated current channel information to the BS 210 according
to a current channel status through the scheduling request channel, when resource allocation of the BS 210 is completed.
[0099] FIG. 13 is a block diagram of an MS according to a further exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0100] In FIG. 13, it is assumed that a dedicated channel for transmitting channel information is allocated to an MS.
[0101] A channel status measurement portion 1110 monitors a channel status of a downlink channel.
[0102] A dedicated channel management portion 1129 transmits a control signal directing the BS 210 not to decode
the dedicated channel, when it is not necessary to transmit current channel information. The dedicated channel man-
agement portion 1129 may transmit a control signal directing the BS 20 to decode the dedicated channel, when it is
determined that the current channel status information is required to be transmitted to the BS.
[0103] A channel status report portion 1130 transmits updated current channel information to the BS 210 according
to a current channel status through the dedicated channel allocated to the MS 220, when resource allocation of the BS
210 is completed.
[0104] A mobile station 220 includes a channel status measurement portion 110, a scheduling requesting portion
1125, and a channel status report portion 1130.
[0105] The channel status measurement portion 1110 monitors a channel status of a downlink channel.
[0106] The channel status requesting portion 1130 transmits updated current channel information to the BS 210 when
it is determined that the channel status needs to be transmitted as a result of monitoring the downlink by the  channel
status measurement portion 1110.
[0107] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications and variations can be made in the present
invention without departing from the scope of the appended claims.

[Industrial Applicability]

[0108] The present invention provides a method for transmitting channel information to a BS according to determination
of a receiving stage and resource allocation states of a transmitting stage and may be applied to a channel information
transmitting/receiving algorithm of a mobile communication system and to an MS using the same. The present invention
may be applied irrespective of a type of a sequence used between the transmitting stage and the receiving stage and
can provide flexibility to a used control signal system.

Claims

1. A method of transmitting channel information, the method comprising:

requesting, by a mobile station, MS, through a random access channel, RACH, a base station, BS, to allocate
a resource for transmitting channel information, if it is determined that transmission of a channel status of a
downlink channel is necessary as a result of monitoring the channel status; and
characterized by:

transmitting, from the MS through the RACH to the BS, the channel information which is updated according
to the channel status if the resource allocation is completed, wherein the requesting the BS to allocate the
resource comprises requesting the BS to allocate the resource through the RACH, if a previous report on
the channel status has an error or the channel status is not suitable for a transmission mode.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the transmitting the channel information comprises transmitting to the BS an identifier
of the MS simultaneously with or sequentially to the channel information.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the RACH is dedicatedly allocated to transmit the channel information.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the requesting the BS to allocate the resource comprises transmitting an access
reason to the BS through the RACH if the RACH is not dedicatedly allocated to transmit the channel information.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the requesting the BS to allocate the resource comprises simultaneously transmitting
an access sequence and the access reason to the BS.

6. A mobile station, comprising:
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a channel status measurement portion to monitor a channel status of a downlink channel;
a random access portion to request, through a random access channel, RACH, that a base station, BS, allocate
a resource for transmitting channel information, if it is necessary to transmit the channel status as the result of
monitoring the channel status; and
characterized by:

a channel status report portion to transmit, through the RACH to the BS, the channel information which is
updated according to the channel status if the resource allocation is completed,
wherein the random access portion further requests the BS to allocate the resource through the RACH, if
a previous report on the channel status has an error or the channel status is not suitable for a transmission
mode.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Übertragen von Kanalinformationen, wobei das Verfahren aufweist:

Auffordern einer Basisstation, BS, durch einen Direktzugriffskanal, RACH, eine Ressource zum Übertragen
von Kanalinformationen zuzuweisen, von einer Mobilstation, MS, wenn als ein Ergebnis der Überwachung des
Kanalstatus bestimmt wird, dass die Übertragung eines Kanalstatus einer Abwärtsstrecke notwendig ist; und
gekennzeichnet durch:

Übertragen der Kanalinformationen, die gemäß dem Kanalstatus aktualisiert sind, von der MS durch den
RACH an die BS, wenn die Ressourcenzuweisung abgeschlossen wird, wobei das Auffordern der BS, die
Ressourcen zuzuweisen, umfasst, dass die BS die Ressourcen durch den RACH zuweist, wenn eine
vorhergehende Meldung über den Kanalstatus einen Fehler hat oder der Kanalstatus nicht für eine Über-
tragungsbetriebsart geeignet ist.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Übertragen der Kanalinformationen das Übertragen einer Kennung der MS
an die BS gleichzeitig oder sequentiell mit den Kanalinformationen aufweist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der RACH dediziert zugewiesen ist, um die Kanalinformationen zu übertragen.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Auffordern der BS, die Ressource zuzuweisen, das Übertragen eines Grunds
für den Zugriff durch den RACH an die BS aufweist, wenn der RACH nicht dediziert zugewiesen ist, um die Kanal-
informationen zu übertragen.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei das Auffordern der BS, die Ressource zuzuweisen, das gleichzeitige Übertragen
einer Zugriffsequenz und des Zugriffsgrunds an die BS aufweist.

6. Mobilstation, die aufweist:

einen Kanalstatus-Messabschnitt zum Überwachen eines Kanalstatus eines Abwärtsstreckenkanals;
einen Direktzugriffsabschnitt, um durch einen Direktzugriffskanal, RACH, anzufordern, dass eine Basisstation,
BS, eine Ressource zum Übertragen von Kanalinformationen zuweist, wenn es als ein Ergebnis der Überwa-
chung des Kanalstatus notwendig ist, den Kanalstatus zu übertragen; und
gekennzeichnet durch:

einen Kanalstatus-Meldungsabschnitt, um die Kanalinformationen, die gemäß dem Kanalstatus aktualisiert
sind, durch den RACH an die BS zu übertragen, wenn die Ressourcenzuweisung abgeschlossen ist,
wobei der Direktzugriffsabschnitt die BS ferner durch den RACH auffordert, die Ressource zuzuweisen,
wenn eine vorhergehende Meldung über den Kanalstatus einen Fehler hat oder der Kanalstatus nicht für
eine Übertragungsbetriebsart geeignet ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé de transmission d’informations de canal, le procédé comprenant :
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la demande, par une station mobile, MS, par l’intermédiaire d’un canal d’accès aléatoire, RACH, qu’une station
de base, BS, alloue une ressource pour transmettre des informations de canal, s’il est déterminé que la trans-
mission d’un état de canal d’un canal de liaison descendante est nécessaire suite à la surveillance de l’état de
canal ; et
caractérisé par :

la transmission, à partir de la MS, par l’intermédiaire du RACH, à la BS, des informations de canal qui sont
mises à jour selon l’état de canal si l’allocation de ressource est achevée, dans lequel la demande que la
BS alloue la ressource comprend la demande que la BS alloue la ressource par l’intermédiaire du RACH,
si un rapport précédent sur l’état de canal comporte une erreur ou l’état de canal n’est pas approprié pour
un mode de transmission.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la transmission des informations de canal comprend la transmission,
à la BS, d’un identifiant de la MS, simultanément avec les, ou séquentiellement aux, informations de canal.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le RACH est alloué de façon dédiée pour transmettre les informations
de canal.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la demande que la BS alloue la ressource comprend la transmission
d’une raison d’accès à la BS, par l’intermédiaire du RACH, si le RACH n’est pas alloué de façon dédiée pour
transmettre les informations de canal.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la demande que la BS alloue la ressource comprend simultanément
la transmission d’une séquence d’accès et de la raison d’accès à la BS.

6. Station mobile, comprenant :

une partie de mesure d’état de canal pour surveiller un état de canal d’un canal de liaison descendante ;
une partie d’accès aléatoire pour demander, par l’intermédiaire d’un canal d’accès aléatoire, RACH, qu’une
station de base, BS, alloue une ressource pour transmettre des informations de canal, s’il est nécessaire de
transmettre l’état de canal suite à la surveillance de l’état de canal ; et
caractérisée par :

une partie de rapport d’état de canal pour transmettre, par l’intermédiaire du RACH, à la BS, les informations
de canal qui sont mises à jour selon l’état de canal si l’allocation de ressource est achevée,
dans laquelle la partie d’accès aléatoire demande en outre que la BS alloue la ressource, par l’intermédiaire
du RACH, si un rapport précédent sur l’état de canal comporte une erreur ou l’état de canal n’est pas
approprié pour un mode de transmission.
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